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THE NOTTINGHAM SAILING CLUB 

GH RACING DURING THE COV-19 EPIDEMIC 

PREPARATION 

 Open the outside doors for the Clubhouse foyer and latch fully open. 

 disable the alarm and the clubhouse (and Start Box) power will turn 

on. Wash your hands before returning to the start box in case 

someone else has touched the keypad. 

 Raise the Club flag up the flag pole (it should be with the Starting 

Equipment in the Start Box - NOT in the store under the Start Box) 

 Check there is power by switching on the Start Box internal light 

 Plug in the GH Race Timer 

 Find flags  

 9 minute, GH, (see starting sequence info in the red GH file for the 

specific flags, dependent on normal or split fleets), Preparatory P, and 

X (Individual Recall/Over The Line). Hook them onto the flagpole 

halyards outside rear window. 

 Take out a GH yellow start Form and fill in the date etc. Sign on any helms 

hailing from the front window. You will need to issue a start colour ribbon 

randomly to each helm in case there are enough boats for a split fleet. 

 Note: there is a limit to the number of entries - currently the first 

27,(people, not boats), who ask to be signed on. 

 Check wind conditions and decide on the race area (refer to the notes in the 

red GH Folder) 

 Note: for very strong winds, or very strong currents, you may 

consider there will be too high a risk to the safety boat crew to 

manage the race. If this is the case – consider ABANDONING the race 

- for this year, personal distancing safety in the safety boat is a higher 

priority than those willing to “have a go”. To abandon a race, raise 

the Abandoned flag followed by 3 sound signals. 

 Discuss with your safety boat crew where you want the buoys (Buoys 2 and 

4 only are likely to be in the safety boat). 

 Ask the Safety Boat crew to fetch the correct colour start line post from the 

boat shed and put it in place. 

 Set the line colour board, direction board, lap number and race course buoy 

number boards onto the front of the start box. 

 At about 10 minutes before the scheduled start time, if the buoys are in 

place, check that all boats have signed on and add any that are missing. 
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 Decide whether a split fleet start is required:  

 NO if 15 or less entries 

 YES if greater than 15 entries. Flip a coin at this point to decide 

whether the Yellow or Blue fleet starts first. Check from the red GH 

folder that you have the correct flags for the split fleet start. 

 Set up the start box timer (full instructions are in the drawer if it is not set 

to the required single or split fleets). 

 It needs to be set to the normal 9,6,3,0 sequence; and  

 1 or 2 fleets for the start. 

START 

 To aid social distancing, if two officers are required in the start box to start 

a race, one should focus on the start equipment and the start line, the other 

on the flags. In this way one can stand in the start box foyer area (top of 

stairs), moving into the start box only for flag changes and in doing so, 

facing away from the other officer. 

 When you push the start button, (NOT YET), on the start box, please do this 

in line with the start box clock or a separate watch or timer and write down 

the time on the start sheet. i.e. Start box 10 minute count started at 

10:50:00. This is so that you can write down the finish times as the actual 

time on the start box clock, or your watch, to finish the race if the start box 

dies for any reason – and the results can still be calculated. 

 Push the start button. For our normal 9/6/3/go start sequence, it will start 

counting down from 10 minutes, to give you a minute to prepare for the 

first flag. The red GH folder will show you the flag sequences for the normal 

or split fleet sequence you are following for the start. 

 Once you have started the race timer, it will automatically sound the horn 

at 3 minute intervals for the start sequence. 

 Please check for boats over the line at the start signal.  

 If there are any, manually sound the horn to give a 2nd sound signal 

and raise the individual recall flag. Hail the boats who are over if 

possible; and shout “clear” when they have come back to the correct 

side of the line to restart. Note: It is their responsibility to return, so if 

you are too busy you may not be able to hail them. Note down on the 

yellow starting sheet any boats who were over the line but did not 

return to restart. 

 When all boats have returned to restart, lower the individual recall 

flag. In the case of a split fleet, lower the individual recall flag 30s 
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before any subsequent starts even if boats have not returned to the 

line. 

 Sign on any boats who have not been signed on as they start. 

DURING THE RACE 

 Apart from a Long Distance race, check that at least one boat rounds the 

first buoy within 30 minutes. If not, the race should be abandoned. 

 If you don’t move any buoys, there is now nothing for you to do until the 

end of the race apart from marking down on the yellow Race sheet the 

order of boats as they cross the finish line each lap. This helps us checking 

for lapped boats etc at the end and gives an estimate against the finish 

order. 

 The race length should be around 1 hour. Do not use the lead boat to 

estimate this – use a boat around 25% down the fleet. i.e. if there are 12 

boats, use the boat in 3rd place. If the race is going to be over an hour, you 

will need to shorten the race. 

SHORTEN COURSE 

 Estimate the race length by the time taken for each lap. If you need to 

shorten the course, then once indicated, the race finishes as the lead boat 

crosses the line, (in either direction), and all other boats finish behind it. 

 The shortened course flag and sound signal should be made when the lead 

boat is approaching (what will be) its final buoy. Only in exceptional 

circumstances should you shorten the course on the last leg. 

FINISH 

 Use the GREEN finishing sheet at the end of the race so that the boats are 

listed in the order they finish, (including lapped boats), together with their 

finishing time. DO NOT USE THE YELLOW STARTING SHEET for the finish. So 

long as the boats are listed on the green sheet, most errors can be 

corrected later. Also, it is important to sound the horn for each finishing 

boat as the start box keeps a log of finish times that can be read back out, if 

necessary, after the race. 

 Please mark boats that are lapped – this can be checked against the yellow 

sheet order for each lap. Note, for split fleets, boats can only be lapped by 

boats in their own flight. Don’t worry about working this out if several boats 

are finishing at once – it can be ticked off afterwards. 
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 Some OODs use their phone leaning on the window on video mode to 

record the finish in case they miss any boats. If all is well with the results, 

then the video can be deleted. 

 If you finish somebody and they continue racing, please finish them again 

on the next lap and note down their second finish time. Leave both times 

on the green sheet with a comment.  

 We can always decide later which finish they should have stopped 

on. 

 Helms should come to the start box and ask you to sign them off on the 

yellow sheet – put a tick in the Declaration column. Please contact those 

who forget, to check that they have not retired. If retired, print “RTD” in the 

Declaration column. 

RESULTS 

 Once the finishing sheet is complete – please check that it is readable ! 

 If you have a camera on your phone and can photograph the race sheet, 

please send it to the sailingsecretary@nottinghamsailing.club – it will save 

me coming up to the start box at the end of the day if I’m there, or will 

mean a swifter update to the results if I’m not. 

 Make sure the photograph(s) is clear before sending! 

 Then place any race sheet into the box on the Start Box wall below the clock 

(knee height). They will be collected at a later date. 

 Lower any race flags that are flying and power down and put away the Race 

Equipment (Do NOT take it down to the lower store, leave it in the Start 

Box). 

 Take down the Club flag and leave it in the Start Box with the Start Box 

equipment. 

 Turn off the Start Box power by setting the Clubhouse alarm. If people are 

still using the toilets in the clubhouse, that’s OK as the toilet lighting will 

remain active with the alarm ON. Clean your hands again after using the 

alarm keypad. 

 Check that the Clubhouse windows are closed. 

 Close the Clubhouse entrance door. 

 Check that the Start box windows and door are closed. 

Please feel free to help us improve any of these documents by e-mailing comments to the 
secretary@nottinghamsailing.club, or catch us at the Club. 
Chris Abbott 
Hon Sailing Secretary 
Last updated: 29AUG2020 
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